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Abstract. Graphic Design (gd) artefacts aim to attract people’s attention before any forward objectives. Thus, one of the goals of gd is
frequently finding innovative aesthetics that stand out over competing
design artefacts (such as other books covers in a store or other posters
on the street). However, as gd is increasingly being democratised and
broadly shared through social media, designers tend to adopt trendy solutions, lacking disruptive and catchy visual features. EvoDesigner aims
to assist the exploration of innovative graphic design solutions by using an automatic evolutionary approach to evolve the design of a number of text, shapes, and image elements inside two-dimensional canvases
(pages). To enable the collaboration human-machine, the process has
been integrated into Adobe inDesign, so human designers and EvoDesigner may alternately edit and evolve the same design projects, using
the same desktop-publishing software. In this paper, an overview of the
proposed system is presented along with the experimental setup and
results accomplished so far on an evolutionary engine developed. The
results suggest the viability of the development made in this first iteration of the system, which aims to reinterpret existing layouts in an
unexpected manner.
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Introduction

The goal of Graphic Design (gd) artefacts may vary according to the context
of their applications. Nevertheless, it may be reasonable to classify them into
two main separate groups: (i) communication artefacts, which final objective
is passing information objectively to a given public, and (ii) artistic artefacts,
which might seek only to be aesthetic or pass information in a non-objective
way (e.g. presenting hidden messages or ones that are susceptible of personal
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interpretation). Regardless of their final aims, often, gd artefacts must first of
all menage to attract the attention of the target public and only thereafter the
public may read the given information or enjoy the presented aesthetics.
One of the most established and commonly adopted approaches to make
designs stand out over others (e.g. other books in a store or other posters on
the streets) might be enhancing aesthetics. But as gd is getting increasingly
democratised and broadly produced and shared (e.g. through social media, television and even on the streets), many design artefacts tend to converge into
trendy solutions which lack disruption and eye-catchy features. Therefore, finding novel graphic design solutions might not be a trivial task or otherwise, creators would come up with innovative and surprising solutions for every work
produced. Also, if that was the case, maybe professional designers would not
be needed at all to create catchy brands, posters, book covers and others, nor
co-creative tools would be continuously researched.
To keep innovating and surprising the public, graphic designers have been
constantly evolving their work processes by taking advantage of the technologies of their times. Recently, that may be observed in the exploration of digital
techniques to create moving and interactive designs (such as moving/interactive
posters), which most times can stand out over static ones. Nonetheless, such
approaches might not be a possibility in all contexts, not only because of technicalities but also because the development of such digital artefacts is often more
time consuming and expensive. Thereby, the creation of disruptive aesthetics
might always be a key necessity in the gd area, either to be applied in static,
moving or interactive artefacts. For that reason, we believe that automatic tools
for assisting creativity in gd might help designers not only achieve more disruptive aesthetics, but also free them up to explore and innovate regarding other
aspects, such as dynamism or interactivity, or even come out with new features
that one cannot imagine yet.
In that sense, EvoDesigner aims to fasten the exploration and employment
of innovative gd aesthetic solutions. To accomplish that, the system employs a
conventional Genetic Algorithm (ga) to automatically evolve an undetermined
number of text-boxes, shapes and images into two-dimensional canvases (pages).
Also, to facilitate the application of the generated ideas, as well as to allow the
collaboration human-machine (so both agents may contribute to the work with
their valences), the system was integrated into Adobe inDesign (a widely used
desktop-publishing software for gd) in the form of an installable extension. By
doing so, human designers and EvoDesigner may alternately edit and evolve
designs using the same software, until a satisfactory result is achieved.
In this first iteration of the system, the Mean Squared Error (mse) between
the generated individuals and a given image is calculated to assess fitness. This
approach is tested for the generation of unexpected poster layouts, by approximating the page balance of both sketched and camera-ready posters. In further
developments, several other modules must be developed, such as ones for estimating how balanced, legible and novel the generated pages might be.
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Primarily in this paper, an overview of EvoDesigner is made. Then, follows
the description of the developments made so far, consisting of the aforementioned
evolutionary engine for evolving a number of given items (text-boxes, shapes
and images) within inDesign pages, and towards the page layouts of a given
image (poster). Lastly, the experiments for technically validating the system are
presented. The preliminary results suggest the viability of the developed system
for evolving gd artefacts in the form of inDesign pages, as well as the feasibility
of manually editing and automatically evolving pages, alternately.

2

Related Work

This first iteration on EvoDesigner aims to contribute by presenting (i) an evolutionary tool for aiding the creation of two-dimensional graphic design artefacts
(e.g. posters or book covers), (ii) which can be easily integrated in the workflow
of professional designers and (iii) that takes advantage of the editing capabilities of existent desktop-publishing software. Thus, EvoDesigner relates mostly
to page layout, including the style and geometry of the displayed items. In this
section, related work is presented while identifying the respective pros and cons.
So far, more than evolutionary techniques, generative approaches have become increasingly common in the development of gd applications. In gd, these
systems usually take advantage of stochastic parameters to define visual features
such as the colour, size or position of certain elements [3]. However, in many
cases (if not most), the aesthetics of the generated artefacts may be relatively
predictable. For that reason, generative systems are many times purposely developed for specific design projects, for example, for generating variations within a
defined style (graphic identity), such as creating variations of book covers within
a given layout [1, 9, 15, 14] or varying visual features on logos according to the
context of their application [23, 48].
Besides, generative projects for more broad applications can also be pinpointed. For example, projects for aiding the generation of typography [10, 47,
39] or the generation of two-dimensional gd layouts. This latest, better relating to our purposes. And although some of the work on the gd layouts topic
may have limited capabilities, e.g. not permitting the declaration of concept-wise
preferences [16, 24], the work of Ferreira (2019) [17] or Cleveland (2010) [6] stand
out by allowing the users to fix indented parameters and then let the system vary
the remaining, ensuring the maintenance of an intended style (e.g. useful for creating layouts for given graphic identities). A similar approach must be adopted
in future developments of EvoDesigner. Lastly, we highlight the work of Rebelo
et al. (2020) [40] on the creation of layouts for websites based on the semantic
analysing of its textual content. Also, similar approaches must be implemented
in further developments of EvoDesigner, for the generated designs to visually
represent given concepts.
Furthermore, there has been research endorsing more intelligent approaches
[27], such as training Machine Learning (ml) models using existing work and
exploring the latent space to return interpolations of these. In gd, that has been
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endorsed, for example, for the generation of logos [35], typography [30, 19, 28, 5]
or editing images [4, 8]. Because of its closer relation to our project, we highlight
the work of Zheng et al. (2019) [53] on the creation of content-aware layouts.
The shortcoming on the aforementioned ml approaches is these may often lead
to pastiche results (imitations of existing styles) [50], so many times these lack
in capabilities for exploring more disruptive solutions.
For that reason, we argue that Evolutionary Computation (ec) approaches
may have greater potential for the exploration of innovative gd solutions, due to
their similarity to the work processes of human designers [49], i.e. both humans
and ec can explore the space of possibilities towards a given target (important
as gd projects usually have a briefing to respond to), yet ec systems have the
advantage of allowing a higher number of experiments per time, comparing to
humans. Even so, humans still being crucial for the ultimate judgement of the
results, fine-tuning and several other tasks.
Many (if not most) ec systems for gd applications endorse interactive approaches, i.e. in which the user must drive the generation process. For example,
there is work on the generation of figures [22], icons [11, 13, 12], logos [45, 18], typography [38, 52, 44, 51], websites [46, 36] or posters [25, 26]. From the reviewed
work on this topic, the most robust might be the work of Önduygu (2010) [37],
by being able to evolve typographic fonts, lines, shapes, colours, images and visual filters. EvoDesigner seeks to expand this range of abilities even further for
trying to put the system on a pair with human designers, as much as possible.
Regarding automatic ec creative systems, less work seems to be published.
This might be due to the difficulty of objectifying aesthetics to create appropriate fitness functions. Thus, even though some frameworks have been presented
so far [2, 21, 43, 32], none of these might fully solve the aesthetics evaluation
problem. Nonetheless, one may identify some successful automatic ec systems
for gd applications, such as the work of Rebelo et al. (2017) for evolving moving
posters according to the actions of the spectators [41]. Furthermore, we highlight
the work of Rebelo et al. (2018) [42] by allowing both automatic and interactive
evaluation, so the system and human designers may collaborate in the evolutionary process.
Another relevant hybrid approach might be applying ml techniques for assessing fitness in ec creative systems. In the computational art scope, a considerable number of works might be found [20, 31, 7]. Nevertheless, regarding gd,
there might not be many references. Besides, one may identify relevant work,
such as the one of Martins et al. (2016) for evolving typefaces out of given
modules [33].
Lastly, we refer to existing work that integrates ec systems in existing desktoppublishing software. As long as we could assess, such integrated systems might
not be highly common. However, it is possible to identify a few examples already.
One of these is Microsoft PowerPoint’s Design Ideas [34] which may be a good
analogy to the workflow on EvoDesigner since (i) the system is integrated into
widely popular software; (ii) it takes advantage of the software’s functionalities;
(iii) the users must start by inserting content and then the system will suggest
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styling solutions; (iv) both the user and the system can contribute to the results;
(v) the user can improve the final results by editing them. Also, Evolving Layout
[26] might be a noteworthy work due of its integration in Adobe inDesign (same
way as EvoDesginer ). The shortcoming on this system is its limited capabilities,
only allowing to interactively evolve the position, scale and rotation of the page
elements. As mentioned before, EvoDesginer aims not only to evolve designs automatically but also to take advantage of a wide range of software functionalities
(as much as possible), so it is on par with human designers.

3

Approach

As an approach for aiding the creation of disruptive gd solutions, we propose the
development of an automatic evolutionary system for evolving pages — EvoDesigner. The system must assist graphic designers during the experimentation
stages of their workflow, so both human and machine can contribute to a given
project by editing pages (individuals). To do so, EvoDesigner is presented to
the user in the form of an extension (plug-in) for a broadly used gd desktoppublishing software — Adobe inDesign. The code implementation of the built-in
extension has been accomplished using html, css, JavaScript and ExtendScript
(JavaScript for Adobe’s software).
An evolutionary engine based on a conventional Genetic Algorithm (ga)
with automatic fitness assignment makes the core module of EvoDesigner. However, the whole system can be described as a composition of several individual
modules: (i) the referred evolutionary engine; (ii) several modules for visually
evaluating images and which may or not be picked by the user to assess fitness,
such as (among other possibilities) modules for assessing how novel, legible, balanced and how related to a given gd style a page is, or how similar it is to a given
image; and (iii) a module for translating keywords (defined by the user) into visual features (e.g. colours, geometric transformations, font weights and others),
which must be useful for limiting the search space, leading to results that are
more visually related to the concept (keywords) of the respective projects.
So far, developments have been done for implementing the referred evolutionary engine using image-similarity for fitness assignment. Thus, this paper does
not include developments on the keywords module nor the novelty, legibility, balance and style evaluation ones. Nevertheless, a full schematic representation of
the system is presented in Figure 1. Besides allowing the validation of the developed evolutionary engine, using image-similarity metrics for fitness assignment
might also be useful in practical gd tasks, such as finding unexpected layouts
that approximate given drafts, e.g. the ones in Figure 5, used as target images
in some of the experiments presented later in this paper.
To interact with the system, in the Adobe inDesign environment, the user
must start by creating a blank document and inserting the intended items (textboxes, images or shapes) into pages, as usual for starting a project in inDesign.
Then, a user interface can be used for setting up the system variables. At the
current stage, the following are allowed: (i) set of pages to evolve; (ii) population
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of EvoDesigner. 1) The user must first 1) create a
blank document, 2) insert elements into pages, 3) set up desired preferences (e.g. set
the pages to evolve and set keywords) and click “Generate” to start; 4) the module
Keywords-to-visuals translation will try to find properties/tools that match the inserted
keywords; 5) Each property/tool will be assigned with a probability to be used by the
system to mutate pages (individuals); 6) the evolutionary engine will evolve pages;
7) the resulting pages will be made available as normal and editable inDesign pages;
lastly, 8) the designer may edit the results and 9) export final artefact. From any stage
of the user interaction, the parameters might be changed and the evolution restarted.

size; (iii) number of generations to run; (iv) items that must always be included
in any page (e.g. one may define text-boxes to be mandatory and let images be
optional). In further developments, other functionalities must be allowed, such
as (i) inserting keywords; (ii) defining tools and visual features that the designer
wants/desires to be used (e.g. certain colours or typefaces); (iii) defining the
hierarchy of the elements (i.e which ones must be emphasised the most); (iv)
what fitness modules to use and how important is each of these. After setting up
the system preferences, the user must press a “Generate” button for starting the
system. Once the evolution terminates, the user can edit the results normally
using inDesign or evolve again some indented pages, using the same or different
parameters.
3.1

Evolutionary Engine

As previously mentioned, before running the system, the user must define which
pages (individuals) to evolve, from 1 to any number pages. For example, the user
might be working on a document with 10 pages but only wants to consider 3
of them in the evolutionary process. Besides, the desired population size must
be set. If the number of selected pages happens to be bigger than the defined
population size, the later parameter will be automatically increased to match.
Otherwise, if the number of selected pages is smaller than the defined population
size, before the evolutionary process starts, the system will automatically create
the remaining individuals by crossing over and mutating the selected pages, and
it will certify that all the mandatory items are included in every page.
Furthermore, the user might name items, so the system knows which must
be treated as equivalent i.e. if several pages have an item named “title” (even
if these “title” items have different visual styles among them), the system will
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assume these are equivalent. However, in the current iteration of the system,
this is only useful for mandatory items, as giving the name of a mandatory
item to another item will make it mandatory too. Thus, as long as one of these
same-name items is on the page, the mandatory items criteria is matched.
After the aforementioned initialisation process, the engine will proceed to the
evaluation of the individuals and then check for termination criteria, which might
be (i) finding an individual whose fitness equals or exceeds a given satisfactory
value (at this stage, not considered), (ii) whether the system had run a given
number of generations or (iii) whether the user has ordered the system to stop
evolving, by clicking the button “Stop generation”.
If no termination criteria was matched, selection will be performed using a
tournament method of size 2 and an elite of 1 individual. Lastly, a new population
must be created by crossover and mutation, the offspring must be evaluated and
the process must repeat.

Representation As briefly suggested already, the phenotype of individuals is
the native render of inDesign pages themselves, which may contain different
types of items, such as text-boxes, shapes or images, which in turn are defined
by a number of positioning, geometry and style properties. These properties are
stored automatically by inDesign in the json format. In that sense, in EvoDesigner, genotypes consist of json objects containing all the properties of the
respective pages, as well as the properties of the items contained in them (refer
to Figure 2 for a schematic example of the genotype). However, in this first iteration of the system, only the following item-properties were considered: the shape
of the surrounding box, size, position, order of the items (z-position), flipping
mode, blending mode, opacity, background colour/gradient, background tint,
stroke colour/gradient, stroke tint, stroke weight, rotation and shearing angle.
Also, for text-boxes, it is available text size, typeface, justification, vertical text
alignment, letter spacing and line-height. In further developments, a number of
other properties must be available, including page properties such as margins
or grid rulers. Furthermore, the properties “name” and “label” are used to keep
track of mandatory items, having no visual effect on the phenotypes.

Variation Variation-wise, all the generated individuals go through crossover
and then mutation processes. In this first iteration of the system, crossover only
shifts whole items and not individual item properties. The crossover process
executes as follows: All the items of the first parent (p1) are iterated randomly
(are not picked by their order in the page). Each of these items (i1) has a 50%
chance to pass directly to the offspring (with the same position, geometry and
style). If that is not the case, the system will try to pick, from parent 2 (p2),
a random item (i2) that has not been passed to the offspring yet. If no such
i2 exists, i1 will be passed anyway. Otherwise, i2 will be passed instead. Thus,
offspring can contain a minimum and a maximum number of items respectively
equal to the number of items in the smaller and bigger individuals of the initial
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of an individual’s genotype (this scheme serves only
for the sake of the example, so the property names and value-types might not be fully
accurate).

population (which, as already referred, might be automatically generated by the
system).
Mandatory items can only shift with similar mandatory items. In other words,
if i1 is a mandatory item, then i2 must have the same name as i1, or i1 will be
always passed. This can be used, for example, so titles (items named “title”) can
only shift with other titles. Similarly to what happens in the project Ȧdea [29],
we refer to such approach as topological crossover, once the shifts happen among
similar structural parts. As a further explanation, if an item “title” is mandatory,
offspring will always inherit an item “title” either from a parent or the other. A
natural analogy might be always inheriting crucial structural parts such as eyes,
either from the father or the mother. In the case of our system, this is relevant
to guarantee that all the posters include all the mandatory (structural) items, at
least. A natural analogy for optional items might be more difficult to pinpoint,
but for the sake of the example, one may think of it as inheriting or not a chronic
disease.
For each individual, each mutation method might run within a 1% chance,
changing one of the position, geometry and style properties referred to in Figure
2. The value assigned to each property is picked randomly. These might be
random integers, floats, arrays of numbers or also picked from lists of predefined
constants. That is the case of colours, which are picked from a list of colour
values. In this iteration of the system, a fixed list of seven colours — black,
white, magenta, yellow, red, green and cyan.
Fitness Assignment In this iteration of the system, fitness was assessed
through the calculation of an image similarity value between the generated in-
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dividuals and a given target image. To accomplish that, the individuals are first
exported in the png format, 72 dpi. The target images share this same format
and settings. Then, each individual (png) is compared with the given target
image through the calculation of the Mean Squared Error (mse), returning a
value m, representative of the difference between the images. Thus, for returning
a similarity value (so the bigger the value, the better), the final fitness value
equals negative m.
A well-established image similarity metric such as mse was chosen, first of all,
to understand whether or not the developed evolutionary engine is able to evolve
correctly. Nevertheless, it also might be useful for practical gd tasks such as the
generation of relatively unexpected layouts by approximating the page balance of
given images (either sketches or camera-ready images; see Figure 5), using given
page-items. As mentioned before in this paper, in further developments other
fitness functions must be developed. For instance, from our background in gd,
we believe that assessing novelty and balance values might be fundamental for
describing disruptive and appealing gd artefacts. However, the latter (as well as
mse) might only be enough for the generation of more artistic artefacts in which
legibility might not be important. Thus, for the generation of communication
design artefacts (probably, most cases), a legibility value must also be retrieved
and considered in fitness assignment. Also, in our perspective, not so crucial yet
useful, might be retrieving an additional value for whether an individual belongs
to a given gd style (aesthetic movement).

4

Experimental Setup and Results

One of the primary use-cases for EvoDesigner might be the generation of posters.
Thus, for setting up experiments, the 3 speculative posters of Figure 3 (manually
created from blank pages but little stylised) were selected to be evolved. Figure
4 showcases an example of an initial population of 10 individuals generated out
of the same 3 selected pages, using crossover and mutation operations.

Fig. 3. Pages selected to be evolved (manually created from blank pages; little stylised).

Moreover, the images of Figure 5 were used as targets. Figure 5.b showcases
speculative camera-ready posters designed in inDesign. These were used at first
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Fig. 4. Example of an initial population of 10 individuals, generated out of the 3
selected pages of Figure 3.

instance to assess whether and until what point the system was evolving. Figure 5.a showcases sketches representative of the respective posters of Figure 5.b.
These were used as targets for the main experiments, as these might better exemplify an expected target image for whenever using mse for fitness assignment. For
example, a designer might sketch an abstract layout and let the system generate
posters that can approximate it, using a given set of page items. Nevertheless,
camera-ready posters such as the ones in Figure 5.b might also be useful for
different use-cases. For example, if a designer likes a given existent poster, the
system might help create new ones with a similar page balance. Even so, these
must still be different enough from the target ones once the given page-items
must differ, as must do their position, geometry and style.
The remaining parameters were set up as follows: (i) population size: 50 individuals; (ii) tournament size: 2; (iii) elite size: 1; (iv) probability to crossover
a page item: 50%; (v) probability for a mutation method to perform: 1%; (vi)
mandatory elements: all the text-boxes in the selected pages (the pages of Figure
3); (vi) fitness assignment: mse; (vii) maximum generations: dependent of the experiment; (viii) termination criteria: achieving the defined number of maximum
generations.
In the first experiments, a run with the parameter “maximum generations”
set to 1000 was made for assessing whether the fitness values were maximising
and what number of generations would be necessary until no major gains were
accomplished. To do that, the poster from Figure 5.b.1 was set as a target, once
it seemed to be the more easily achievable one, from the presented posters —
visually heavier in the top-left and right-bottom corners (black items), and with
medium-weight items in the top and bottom areas (red stripes). This run has
been manually stopped at the 480th generation, as no major gains were being
observed for many generations (see Figure 6.a, which presents the plotted fitness
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Fig. 5. Possible target images: a) sketched posters; b) camera-ready posters designed
in Adobe inDesign.

of the best individuals of each generation, along with the average fitness of each
population). As a result of this experiment, 100 generations were set for the
following runs.

Fig. 6. Results from 480 generations using Figure 5.b.1 as a target; a) the fitness values
of the best individuals of each generation and the average fitness for each population;
b) the best phenotype form the 480th generation.

The following experiments were performed targeting each of the posters of
Figure 5.a and maintaining the parameters mentioned before. For each poster, 4
runs were made. Figure 8 presents the average fitness of the best individuals of
each generation, for each target image. Figure 7 showcases some of the resulting
images generated by the system, for each of the target posters of Figure 5.a.
The resulting phenotypes suggest that the system has been able to proximate
the layout (balance) of the target images, once darker areas in these tend to result
in more filled and darker respective areas in the generated posters. Moreover,
even the colour pallet tends to be approximated for the respective areas.
As a result, if a user has a preference for the layout of a sketched or existing
poster, the presented approach can be considered for creating new posters using
some indented page items, by approximating, but not copying, the layouts of the
intended images, i.e. getting close but not too close from the the target images.
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Fig. 7. Best individuals from 4 different runs (100 generations), for 3 different target
images: a) Figure 5.a.1; b) Figure 5.a.2; c) Figure 5.a.3

Fig. 8. Average fitness (4 runs) of the best individuals of each generation, for each
target image of Figure5.a

Furthermore, as expected, we accomplished to allow the manual edition of the
generated results after the termination of the evolutionary process, so human
designers and EvoDesigner can alternately work in the same inDesign project.
An evident and predictable shortcoming on using mse for fitness assignment
is the lack of ability for keeping mandatory items visible (ideally, mandatory
items are like so because the designer whats them to be visible to the public,
rather than hiding behind other items, being off-page or just too small). In
that sense, including legibility assignment in the calculation of fitness could
be a possible approach for improving the results regarding this issue. Even so,
designers may solve this issue by post-editing the results, so the later can turn
into communication artefacts rather than just aesthetic ones.
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Conclusion

In gd, finding disruptive aesthetics is usually of the utmost importance for getting the attention of the target public. However, often gd artefacts tend to follow
trendy solutions/styles, which might result in gd artefacts that might not stand
out over competing ones.
EvoDesigner is an automatic system for evolving pages within the Adobe inDesign environment. The goal is to assist the creative process of graphic designers by alternately collaborating with these in the edition of pages and page-items,
for example, for creating posters or book covers.
This paper has presented the first iteration of EvoDesigner, consisting of the
implementation of an automatic evolutionary engine based on a conventional ga.
So far, experiments have been done for evolving page layouts towards given target
images, using the mse metric for assessing fitness. To do that, the generated
pages are exported from inDesign in the png format and compared to given
target images, also in png.
In the presented experiments, the used image targets consisted of speculative
posters of two kinds: (i) sketched layouts and (ii) camera-ready posters. Sketched
targets might be useful, for example, whenever a graphic designer aims to generate artefacts that describe a given page balance and colour pallet. Nevertheless,
utilising images of finished gd artefacts might also be useful, for example, for
resembling the page balance of the targets without culminating in results that
are too similar to the originals. For instance, the generated artefacts might differ
in the utilised page items themselves.
The performed experiments suggested the viability of the presented approach
in the evolution of gd artefacts that resemble the page balance of the target
images, but that still be different enough not to be deemed as the same. In that
sense, and besides user testing must be needed to attest the following statement,
we believe the presented approach might be worth being included in the gd
workflow for assisting the generation of disruptive gd solutions, since the system
is able to take given layouts and consider these to dispose and edit page-items
in relatively unexpected manners (particularly, in the creation of posters, as it
has been tested in this paper).
In future work, several different modules for improving the robustness of the
system must be developed, such as: (i) a module for translating keywords into
visual properties/tools (e.g. for limiting the search space towards a given creative
concept), or (ii) fitness modules that can or not be used for performing novelty,
legibility and balance judgements, or assessing how much an image might be
in-style with a given gd aesthetic movement. Also, new functionalities must
be added, e.g. for positioning items according to page grids, promoting more
organised layouts.
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